Oberlin College - Class of 1962
60th Reunion Photo
October 2022

(from left to right)

Row 1
Brenda Clark Mikota
Christina "Chris" Bowers Price
Kay Mooney
Bonnie Frazier Young
Jo Wang Loi
Nancy Cobaugh Fenstemacher
Eloise "Ellie" Wagner Linden

Row 2
Linda Horne Clark
Richard "Dick" Clark
Nelson "Toad" Cleary
James "Jim" Eisenstein
Dieter Knecht
Margaret Sahs Erikson
Marshall Linden
Sidney "Sid" Whitaker
Ella Wilson Davis

Row 3
Emmett Keeler
Robert "Bob" "Bobdu" Cheney
Stephen "Tex" Vanek
William "Bill" Fenstemacher
David "Dave" Wharton
Edward "Ed" Moscovitch